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The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

1. ^ : 1x5=5

Choose the correct answer :

(a) *iRwl ISiJ

The phenomenon of interference is

possible for

(i)

transverse waves only
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( 2 )

both transverse and &
waves

(in)
longitudinal waves only

(iv)

None of the above

^

^  ̂

If two simple harmonic vibraU^
equal ampUtude and frequen^
simultaneously on a

resulting path of the particle vnll be
fi)

circular

(U)

elliptical

(in)

along a strai^t line

(iv)

parabolic
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( 3 )

(c) ^3^ p. ̂  ̂̂-spluJl
Ti ^ "5^, cvof^

The fringe width of Young's double-slit
experiment is p. What would be the
fringe width if the experiment is
conducted in a medium of refractive

index "n?

(U) ̂
P

(iU) Pti

(iv) *1^

None of the above

(d)

The width of Newton's rings

(i) m

is equal in size

(U) iR ^ -m
increases with order number

(Ui) liR ^ ̂
decreases with order number

(iv)

first increases and then decreases
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( 4 )

(g) ^ ^ IJ^QCf
■^, %n
When the diameter of the objective of an
astronomical telescope is doubled, then
Its limit of resolution

(i)

is doubled

(U)
is quadrupled

(m)

is halved

(iv)

remains unaffected

2. ^ aa^ ,5^ ̂
Answer the following questions :
(a)

proares"!^^*^ between stationary andprogressive waves.

vetocitv o7" formula forSSs in brief

,Co«W«"



( 5 )

(c) 1 mm "^*11^ ioifvs 500 nm
C^n^ ̂ IC«ilR»^ ̂  I 1 m ̂ivs^Ns

^  c^ ?

Two slits 1 mm apart are illuminated by
light of wavelength 500 nm. What will
be the width of fringes formed on a
screen placed 1 m away?

(d) ^ R^i«ri"^

Give two examples each of interference
by division of wavefront and
interference by division of amplitude.

(e) ^ I

Describe briefly the principle of
holography.

3. ^55^5 Rin : 6x5=30

Answer any five of the following questions :

(a) ■'R®! ^ ''fn?! 1% ^ "ppfirs
RT'H I ^i!lR

1^? 'RSf (TfRPP TO TO ̂
6 cm/sec Rqir 8 cm
8 cm/sec R^ 6 cm ^ I C^F^T®
^^ITiSr %R, ^5"^^ ^

1+1+1+3=6
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( 6 )

What do you mean by simple harmonic
motion? Write down the differential

equation for simple harmonic motion.
What is its instantaneous velocity? For
a particle vibrating in simple harmonic
motion, the displacement is 8 cm at the
instant when its velocity is 6 cm/s and
displacement is 6 cm at the instant

when its velocity is 8 cm/s. Calculate

the amplitude, frequency and time

period of the vibrating particle.

(b) CTI®1*1 "^®IT

4+2=6

Discuss the the various cases which

arises when two simple harmonic
vibrations perpendicular to each other,
act simultaneously on a particle. What
are Lissajous' figures?

(c) ^ ̂

W I ^ (R?t

^ ? 4+2=6

Describe how interference can be
produced in a Lloyd's mirror. Why is the
zero-order fringe dark in case of the
Lloyd's mirror?
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( 7 )

(d) C"9W(1'9 <1**^1 "^7
^ ̂5jW5 ^

<ij<i^H ?pR ̂ >s<rr ^ I 3+3=6

What are Newton's rings? How are they
produced? Describe how this can be
used to determine the wavelength of an
unknown monochromatic source.

(e) ^ ^icoiiDii I

4+2=6

Discuss single-slit Fraunhofer diffrac
tion. What are the conditions for
maximum and minimum intensities in
singl-slit interference?

(f)
^5191^ ITfTT 1% ft ? 4+2=6

Discuss the theory of a zone plane.
What are its similarities and differences
with a convex lens?

4. C&m (1^ : 4x2=8
Write short notes on (any two) :

(a)

Transverse vibrations in a stretched

string
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( 8 )

(b)

Michelson's interferometer

(c) C5PC*i®l^

Fresnel's diffraction

★ ★ ★
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